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<p>3M™ Scotchshield™ Safety & Security Window Films Re-Surfacing Products Glass fragment retention film is tear-
resistant to help protect people, property and possessions. Offers high visual light transmission to provide excellent
aesthetics. Rejects up to 97% of infrared light so you can enjoy energy savings, enhanced comfort and protection. Low
interior and exterior reflectivity lets you enjoy the views from inside, while maintaining an attractive look from outside.
Significantly blocks the amount of harmful UV rays that cause fading, helping to extend the life of furnishings. 3M™
Impact Protection Attachment Systems Window film and attachment system offers the highest level of protection.
Combines the toughness of 3M™ Ultra Safety and Security Films with an adhesive or profile attachment system to
offer assurance and dependability. System attaches the filmed window to the window frame, creating a robust shield
that significantly outperforms window film-only systems. Provides assurance against impact energy from earthquakes
and forced entry events – with enough strength to handle even bomb blasts. 3M™ Anti-Graffiti Films 3M™
Scotchshield™ Safety & Security Window Film Ultra Night Vision™ Micro-layered and tear-resistant to help increase
security and provide added protection against smash and grab burglaries. Greatly rejects the heat so you can enjoy
energy savings and improved comfort. Low interior reflectivity offers enhanced views, especially at night. Helps reduce
glare and eye discomfort. 3M™ Privacy Films Vanquish vandals with graffiti protection. Protect your surfaces against
most scratches, acid etching gouges and tagging with 3M™ Anti-Graffiti Film. Easy to remove and replace quickly –
without the hassle of replacing your windows. Money-saving option that’s only a fraction of the cost of new glass. 3M™
Safety & Security Window Film Solar Safety Helps protect people from flying glass shards, one of the most common
causes of blast-related injuries and fatalities. Budget-friendly film greatly rejects heat so you can enjoy energy savings
and enhanced comfort for your residents. Helps reduce glare and eye discomfort. Available in silver or neutral tones to
create a more uniform exterior appearance. Increased reflection helps enhance exterior privacy. Use with 3M™
Attachment Systems for additional safety and security. Includes a comprehensive warranty from 3M. DefenseLite is a
patented, retro-fit security shield mounted onto existing glazing creating unmatched forced entry protection.
DefenseLite transforms windows and doors into impenetrable openings that are 250 times stronger than glass alone.
DefenseLite is not an applied security film, but rather a heavy gauge architectural grade polycarbonate and extruded
framing system designed to ‘keep the bad guys out’! BulletShield™ Ballistic Panel is a revolutionary retro-fit ballistic
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impenetrable layer of clear glass protection. It’s the ideal security glazing solution for schools, government buildings,
courthouses, police stations, and businesses that are vulnerable to 21st century ballistic threats. BulletShield is
independently tested to provide UL 752 ballistic ratings, preventing breach against 9MM, .44 Magnum, and AR-15
bullets, to name just a few. RealShield™ Premium Face Covering Shield RealShield Premium Face Covering is
comfortable to wear and reduces the potential for autoinoculation by preventing the user from touching his or her face.
NanoSeptic®, delivers innovative technology for continuously self-cleaning surfaces in high-traffic and high-contact
environments. With NanoSeptic, facilities schools, and cities and state agencies can create a cleaner environment that
provides a noticeable feeling of safety and security. PURE ZONE® technology is rooted in the antimicrobial efficiency
of silver ions. PURE ZONE® antimicrobial film has been shown to prevent the format</p>
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